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Abstract Silk fibroin/xanthan composite was investigated as a suitable biomedical material for controlled drug delivery,

and blending ratios of silk fibroin and xanthan were optimized by response surface methodology (RSM) and artificial

neural network (ANN) approach. A non-linear ANN model was developed to predict the effect of blending ratios,

percentage swelling and porosity of composite material on cumulative percentage release. The efficiency of RSM was

assessed against ANN and it was found that ANN is better in optimizing and modeling studies for the fabrication of the

composite material. In-vitro release studies of the loaded drug chloramphenicol showed that the optimum composite

scaffold was able to minimize burst release of drug and was followed by controlled release for 5 days. Mechanistic study of

release revealed that the drug release process is diffusion controlled. Moreover, during tissue engineering application,

investigation of release pattern of incorporated bioactive agent is beneficial to predict, control and monitor cellular

response of growing tissues. This work also presented a novel insight into usage of various drug release model to predict

material properties. Based on the goodness of fit of the model, Korsmeyer–Peppas was found to agree well with exper-

imental drug release profile, which indicated that the fabricated material has swellable nature. The chloramphenicol (CHL)

loaded scaffold showed better efficacy against gram positive and gram negative bacteria. CHL loaded SFX55 (50:50)

scaffold shows promising biocomposite for drug delivery and tissue engineering applications.
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1 Introduction

Silk fibroin (SF) is the widely used biomaterial due to its

favorable biological compatibility, biodegradability, and

mechanical strength [1]. In recent years, SF has been

blended with polysaccharides such as chitosan, hyaluronic

acid, alginate and k-carragenan for various biomedical

applications [2–5]. The mixing of polysaccharide to SF

imparts a certain degree of elasticity, softness, and

hydrophilicity to the blended material. Moreover,

polysaccharide provides nutritive material for cell growth

and some level of roughness to the scaffold which aids in

better cell attachment and growth [2]. Xanthan gum (Xa),

an anionic polysaccharide has wide use in food and cos-

metic industries and pharmaceutical industries but finds

limited application in drug delivery and tissue engineering
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due to its low mechanical stability, slow dissolution and

substantial swelling in biological fluids [6]. Blending of

silk fibroin with xanthan is expected to control the exces-

sive swelling of xanthan, and modulates porosity and

release behavior of incorporated drugs and provides

robustness to composite scaffold. It has been reported that

anionic polysaccharides are suitable biomaterial for bone

tissue engineering due to their ability to provide a biomi-

metic condition for pre-osteoblast cell differentiation and

to regulate the mineralization [3]. Therefore, anionic nature

of xanthan is expected to increase the functionality of silk

fibroin/Xanthan (SF/Xa) composite towards drug delivery

and tissue engineering.

Newer methodologies are employed towards develop-

ment and improvement of devices for more efficient and

effective processing of biomaterials [7]. The use of com-

puter-based optimization techniques simplifies the search

of optimal design parameter for biomaterial development

by reducing several experimental run and development

time. Response Surface Methodology (RSM) is one such

technique widely used for defining the relationship

between various process parameters and responses with the

various desired criteria and searching the significance of

these process parameters on the coupled responses [8].

However, RSM cannot be applied to optimize non-linear

system frequently encountered in material research where

small variation in composition, processing parameter or

experimental parameter can result in large variation in

properties and consequently the output dependent on those

properties. Since prediction and optimization capability of

RSM is based on simple first or second order polynomial

equation, it is unable to capture non-linear behavior and

can give a poor estimation of drug release from the poly-

meric material [9]. Artificial Neural Network (ANN) can

overcome the limitation of RSM in predicting non-linear

system. ANN is a model-independent method which can

efficiently capture the nonlinearity in responses associated

with drug release from polymer matrices [10].

The material composition of scaffold has direct bearing

on drug release and invivo performances. Drug release

models combined with experiments give useful insight into

physical properties and underlying mass transfer phe-

nomenon affecting release from scaffold. Investigation of

release kinetics is significant because concentration of

delivered species affects tissue interactions and cellular

response. Moreover, mathematical modeling approaches

provide useful insight regarding the optimized design

parameter at an early stage of scaffold development

[11, 12] and can give firsthand estimation of material

properties.

The novelty factor of present work is optimization of

blending ratios, swelling and porosity using combinatorial

approach of RSM and ANN for the fabrication of

biopolymeric composite material from silk fibroin and

xanthan solution. The utility of xanthan as a natural poly-

meric blend with silk fibroin for the preparation of scaffold

for controlled drug delivery was evaluated. The present

work also showed the advantage of ANN over RSM to

predict non-linear material behavior encountered in the

development of material for tissue engineering and phar-

maceutical applications. This study attempted to correlate

the effect of blending composition, swelling, and porosity

on cumulative percentage drug release. This work also

presents a new insight, how various drug release model can

be applied to the firsthand account of material properties

solely from invitro drug release studies?

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Preparation of aqueous silk fibroin solution

Aqueous silk fibroin (SF) solution was prepared with slight

modification of the previously described protocol [13].

Briefly, whole cocoons were cut into small pieces, rinsed

thoroughly and boiled thrice in an aqueous solution of 1%

NaHCO3 for 30 min to extract glue like substance sericin

protein and wax. The extracted silk fiber was rinsed thor-

oughly and allowed to dry at room temperature for 2 days.

The dried silk fiber was dissolved in 9.3 M aqueous

Lithium Bromide (LiBr) solution, poured into the dialysis

tube (MWCO 12–14 K, Himedia), ends were closed by

closure clip and dialyzed against distilled water for 3 days

to remove LiBr from fibroin solution. After dialysis, this

solution was centrifuged at 8000 rpm for 10 min to yield a

clear, amber colored solution. The final concentration of

aqueous silk solution was 7%wt which was determined by

weighing the remaining solids after drying.

2.2 Preparation of xanthan solution

A 0.3%wt xanthan solution (Xa) was prepared by dis-

solving xanthan powder in distilled water and was kept in

the refrigerator for further experiments.

2.3 Preparations of silk fibroin/xanthan blend

7% Silk fibroin solution and 0.3% xanthan solution were

mixed in the ratio of 80:20, 50:50 and 20:80 blended

solution was sonicated at 0.5 cycle with 50% amplitude for

30 s using Ultrasonicator (Hielscher, Germany) to achieve

homogenous mixing of the two components.
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2.4 Fabrication of composite scaffold by freeze

drying

The blended solutions of different ratios were cast in molds

and frozen at - 50 �C for 6 h followed by lyophilization of

frozen sample at - 50 �C for 48 h at vacuum of

0–2 mm Torr to prepare SFX82 (80:20), SFX55 (50:50)

and SFX28 (80:20) porous scaffolds. The optimization was

done using statistical approach of Response Surface

Methodology (RSM) and Artificial Neural Network

(ANN). For statistical optimization using RSM, defining

the higher (80:20), middle (50:50), and lower range (20:80)

is a prerequisite for creation of design matrix (Table 3) by

software used for RSM modeling. The design matrix was

verified experimentally to select the best performing blend.

After lyophilization, the dried porous matrices were

immersed in methanol for 1 h to induce b-sheet formation

and insolubility in water.

2.5 Evaluation of surface texture and pore size

SEM was used to characterize the surface texture of pre-

pared scaffold qualitatively. The samples were sputter

coated with gold using Quorum Q150R ES coater and

imaged with a Zeiss EVO 18 scanning electron microscope

(Zeiss, Germany) using 20 kV accelerating voltage. The

pore sizes of scaffolds were analyzed from SEM image

using Image J.

2.6 Mass loss study

Biodegradability of synthesized material was investigated

in Phosphate buffer saline (PBS) using previously descri-

bed procedure [14]. Firstly, Scaffold disks of dimension

10 mm were weighed gravimetrically and noted before

immersing in PBS. Afterwards, the sample was immersed

in PBS at pH 7.4 and incubated at 37 �C for 24 h. At

predefined interval, scaffold disks were withdrawn from

PBS and dried in hot air oven at 50 �C for 2 days and

weighed again. The degradation was obtained using Eq. 1:

Degradation %ð Þ ¼ Wo �Wt

Wo

� 100 ð1Þ

where Wo = Initial dry weight before degradation,

Wt = Final dry weight after degradation.

2.7 Swelling study

Swelling of the scaffold was investigated in an aqueous

environment. The gravimetric method was used to calcu-

late the swelling. First, dry weights of 10 mm scaffold

disks were measured. The test specimens were then

immersed in Phosphate Buffer Saline (PBS) at pH 7.4 for

24 h and incubated at room temperature. After 24 h, the

disks were withdrawn from PBS, gently wiped with tissue

paper to remove extra water and weighed. The Swelling

ratio was calculated according to Eq. 2:

Swelling %ð Þ ¼ Ws �Wd

Wd

� 100 ð2Þ

Ws = Weight of swelled disk, Wd = Weight of dried disk.

2.8 Porosity study

The porosity of the silk scaffolds was measured by liquid

displacement method [15]. Hexane was used as the dis-

placement liquid as it permeates through silk scaffolds

without swelling or shrinking the matrix. The silk scaffold

(dry weight, W) was immersed in a known volume (V1) of

hexane in a graduated cylinder for 5 min. The total volume

of hexane and the hexane-impregnated scaffold was

recorded as V2. The hexane-impregnated scaffold was then

removed from the cylinder, and the residual hexane volume

was recorded as V3. The total volume of the scaffold was

calculated using Eq. 3.

V ¼ V2 � V1ð Þ þ V1 � V3ð Þ ¼ V2 � V3 ð3Þ

V2 - V1 = volume of polymer scaffold, V1 - V3 =

volume of hexane within scaffold, V1 = known volume of

hexane, V2 = the total volume of hexane and the hexane-

impregnated scaffold.

The porosity of scaffold (e) was obtained by

eð Þ% ¼ V1� V3

V2� V3
� 100 ð4Þ

V3 = residual hexane volume after removing hexane-

impregnated scaffold.

2.9 In vitro studies

2.9.1 Chloramphenicol loading and in vitro release

An antibiotic chloramphenicol (CHL) was loaded by

adsorption, allowing sufficient time for adsorbed drug to

penetrate into the polymeric scaffold. 10 mm circular disks

were carved from the scaffolds and weighed. The sample

disks were then immersed in 25 ml of drug-10% ethanol

solution (50 mg/ml) in sealed Eppendorf tube and kept for

3 days at room temperature without shaking. At the end of

3 days, the drug loaded samples were taken out, dried at

room temperature and used for in vitro drug release studies.

The relative amount of CHL loaded on to scaffold was

calculated by using Eq. 5:

Drug loading %;wt=wtð Þ ¼ m1

m2

� 100% ð5Þ
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where m1 and m2 are the mass of the drug loaded on the

scaffold and a total weight of drug-loaded scaffold

respectively.

The in vitro drug release was studied for drug loaded

Xa, SFX55, and SF scaffolds. The circular scaffold disks

were placed into a conical flask containing 50 ml of PBS,

pH 7.4 at 37 �C in an orbital shaker at 310 rpm and sink

condition was maintained throughout the release experi-

ment. At the pre-determined time interval, an aliquot of

1 ml was withdrawn, while an equal amount of fresh buffer

solution was added back to the incubation media. The CHL

concentration was determined by UV–Vis spectropho-

tometer at k = 288 nm. All the drug release experiments

were carried out in triplicate and data reported as

mean ± SD

2.10 Determination of drug release mechanism

2.10.1 Mathematical modeling

The mass transfer mechanism governing the release of the

antibiotic from the scaffold was elucidated by fitting

experimental data to various mathematical models. The

purpose of mathematical modeling was to gain insight into

the release mechanism of the specific material system.

Drug diffusion, polymer swelling, and polymer erosion are

the most important physicochemical phenomena described

by zero-order model, the first order model, Higuchi’s

square root model, Hixson–Crowell model and Kors-

meyer–Peppas model [16].

Zero-order Model: F ¼ Kot ð6Þ
First Order Model: ln 1� Fð Þ ¼ �k1t ð7Þ

Higuchi Model: F ¼ kHt
1=2 ð8Þ

Hixon�Crowell Model: 1� 1� Fð Þ1=3¼ k1=3t ð9Þ

Korsmeyer�Peppas Model: F ¼ kK�Pt
n ð10Þ

where F denotes cumulative fraction (it corresponds to Mt

and M?, where Mt and M? denotes the absolute cumu-

lative amount of drug released at any time t and at infinity

respectively) of drug release at time t. k0, k1, kH, k1/3, and

kK-P are the apparent release rate constants of the

respective mathematical models. The value of exponent

n in the Korsmeyer–Peppas model indicates the mechanism

of drug release. n B 0.45 corresponds to a Fickian diffu-

sion (case I transport), 0.45\ n B 0.89 to an anomalous

(non-Fickian) transport, n = 0.89 to a zero-order (case II)

release kinetics, and n[ 0.89 to a super case II transport.

Case II and super case II transports indicate involvement of

polymer chain relaxation and erosion in drug release [16].

2.11 Statistical modeling and optimization studies

2.11.1 Design of experiments and response surface

methodology

Based on the preliminary experimental studies, a faced

centered central composite design (FCCD) was used to

investigate the main effects and interactions of independent

variable blending ratio, porosity and percentage swelling of

scaffold on dependent variable cumulative percent release

(CPR). Table 1 represents independent variable, blending

ratios and its corresponding composition in the composite

scaffold. The independent variables with their coded and

actual values are presented Table 2. MATLAB (R 2012a,

MathsWork) was used to generate and evaluate design of

experiment matrix and for multiple response surface opti-

mizations. The experimental data of dependent variable

was fitted to second-order polynomial equation as follows:

Y ¼ bo þ
X3

i¼1

biXi þ
X3

i¼1

biiX
2
i þ

X3

i¼1

X3

j¼1

bijXiXj ð11Þ

where Y is the predicted response, bo, bi, bii and bij are
regression coefficients, Xi and Xj are individual effects of

dependent variables, Xi
2 are polynomial terms of individual

effects, XiXj is the interaction effects. One way ANOVA

was applied to estimate the significance of RSM model

(p\ 0.05).

2.11.2 Artificial neural network modeling

Artificial neural network (ANN) is biologically inspired

computational model which mimics the functioning of

human brain to learn certain relationship between input and

output parameters through experience [17]. This is a model

independent method used to predict complex and non-lin-

ear system. For more details about ANN please refers to

supplementary Section 1S.

In the present work, a feed forward back propagation

neural network was constructed to map the relationship

between the three input variables (X1, X2, and X3) and one

output variables (CPR). The network architecture is as:

Table 1 Blending ratios and their corresponding composition in the

composite scaffold used for design of experiment and response sur-

face methodology (calculated on the basis of composition of silk

fibroin in 100 ml of blending solution)

Blending ratio (SF/Xa) Corresponding coded blend composition

80/20 0.8

50/50 0.5

20/80 0.2
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Input layer, one hidden layer with sigmoid transfer func-

tion, one output layer with purelin transfer function and

one output (Supplementary item, Figure 1S). This network

was simulated with the same set of data which was used for

RSM. The input along with output dataset was categorized

into three sets: Training (16), Validation (4) and Testing

(4). The network was trained multiple times by adjusting

the number of neurons in the hidden layer and by applying

Levenberg–Marquardt learning rule unless the network

achieves desired level of accuracy. The network perfor-

mance was monitored through performance plot, regression

analysis option provided in the Neural Network Toolbox of

MATLAB 2012a.

2.12 Statistical analysis

The performance and prediction efficiency measured

through Mean Square Error (MSE) and Mean Absolute

Percentage Error (MAPE) given as

MSE ¼ 1

n

Xn

n¼1

ðYn;ANNpredicted � Yn; observedÞ2 ð12Þ

MAPE ¼ 100

n

Xn

i¼1

Yi; observed � Yi; predicted=Yi; observedj j

ð13Þ

The coefficient of determination (R2) and absolute

average deviation (AAD) was used to compare predicted

response obtained from RSM and ANN. AAD measured

the deviation of predicted data from experimental and was

determined using eq

AAD ¼ 1

n

Xn

i¼1

jYi; predicted � Yi; observedÞ=Yi; observedj
" #

� 100

ð14Þ

where n is the number of observation, Yi, predicted is the

predicted response from neural network and RSM respec-

tively and Yi, observed is the actual response.

3 Results

3.1 Optimization through response surface

methodology

Blending ratio, porosity, and swelling percentage were

chosen for optimization and understanding of their inter-

active effect on drug release through RSM. The process

variable along with experimentally determined values,

RSM predicted, and ANN predicted data are presented in

Table 3. The RSM predicted CPR values from fabricated

scaffold ranged from 46.52 to 64.89%. The RSM predicted

maximum response was observed at center point (blending

ratio 50/50, porosity 50% and swelling 1090% and mini-

mum were found at run order 2 (blending ratio 20/80,

porosity 33% and percent swelling 1248%).

The RSM generated second order polynomial models

were applied to calculate the predicted response. The fitted

model for cumulative percentage release of antibiotic in

coded form is given as:

CPR ¼ 64:89þ 11:91X1 þ 4:27X2 þ 2:61X3 þ 2:19X1X2

þ 2:06X1X3 þ 1:42 X2X3 � 0:55X1X1�2:11X2X2

� 0:83X3X3

ð15Þ

The adequacy and statistical significance of the model

thus obtained was evaluated by ANOVA (Table 4). The

high F-value (41.67) and extremely low p value

(0.000000014) indicated the significance of model in pre-

dicting the percent release at 95% confidence level

(p\ 0.05). The goodness of fit of the model was evaluated

through coefficient of determination (R2). A R2 value close

to unity indicates high degree of association between the

experimental and predicted values. The observed R2

(0.964) values of the model suggest that the regression

model could account for 96% of the variability and only

4% of the variability could not be explained by the model

[18]. The R2 value was also in reasonable agreement with

the adj. R2. Furthermore, Durbin–Watson test (dw stats)

was also carried out to rule out the possibility of any

autocorrelations among residuals. An autocorrelation

among residuals can yield high value of R2 even for poorly

fitted models. The results of Durbin–Watson test (dw stats)

gave insignificant p value 0.433 at 95% confidence level.

An insignificant p is desirable because it implied that the

residuals are uncorrelated and indicated goodness of model

in predicting the desirable response [19]. The significance

of regression coefficient was tested by t test. The t test

indicated that the squared term in the regression model are

insignificant (p[ 0.05) and have no effect on the CPR.

Table 2 Independent variables in the faced type central composite

design along with their coded values and levels

Independent variables High (? 1) Low (- 1)

Blend combination (X1) 0.8 0.2

Porosity (X2) 67 33

Swelling (X3) 1248 932
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3.2 ANN modeling

An ANN model was developed to capture the non-linear

effect of blending ratio, swelling, and porosity on CPR.

The precise number of neurons to train ANN network was

determined through trial and error method. The network

topology of 3-10-1 was found to be optimum. The network

performance and prediction efficiency were measured

through MSE and MAPE, which were 2.5 and 0.94%

respectively. A small value of MSE and MAPE is desirable

for efficient performance of neural model. The network

performances were further authenticated by performance

plot (supplementary file, Figure 2S). The regression anal-

ysis for all the three training, validation and testing stage

confirms excellent performance of neural model (Fig. 1).

The ANN predicted CPR ranged from 47.5 to 83.5%. The

minimum was observed at run order 1(blending ratio 20/80,

porosity 33% and swelling 932%) whereas maximum was

observed at run order 8 (blending ratio 80/20, porosity

67%, swelling 1248%).

3.3 Experimental verification of predictive model

Three runs, suggesting maximum, medium and minimum

release were selected for experimental verification of

models. Three scaffolds of respective blends SFX28,

SFX55 and SFX82, were fabricated and their swelling and

porosity characteristics were determined.

3.3.1 Swelling

Figure 2A shows the equilibrium swelling of various drug

loaded composite scaffolds. The observed swelling was

1248 ± 30, 1090 ± 6 and 932 ± 9% for SFX82, SFX55

and SFX28 scaffold respectively. SFX82 scaffold showed

the highest swelling whereas SFX28 exhibited lowest

swelling percent. Swelling studies indicated that the drug

loaded scaffold attained equilibrium swelling after being

immersed in PBS for 24 h. Percent swelling of the entire

drug loaded composite scaffold did not exhibit consider-

able difference afterward till the end of the study (data not

shown).

Table 3 Faced centered CCD design with independent variables and experimentally determined observed response, predicted response values

by RSM and ANN for cumulative percent release

Run order X1 X2 X3 Experimental cumulative percent release (CPR) RSM predicted ANN predicted

1 - 1 - 1 - 1 47.2 48.26 47.50

2 - 1 - 1 1 48.125 46.52 48.36

3 - 1 1 - 1 51.875 49.57 53.05

4 - 1 1 1 54.375 53.53 55.81

5 1 - 1 - 1 63.71 63.56 63.49

6 1 - 1 1 68.76 70.07 68.68

7 1 1 - 1 73.05 73.66 73.12

8 1 1 1 87.93 85.87 83.75

9 - 1 0 0 48.75 52.42 48.91

10 1 0 0 75.98 76.24 77.71

11 0 - 1 0 59.13 58.49 59.25

12 0 1 0 62.48 67.05 65.31

13 0 0 - 1 60.69 61.44 58.59

14 0 0 1 63.48 66.67 63.65

15 0 0 0 65.68 64.89 65.78

16 0 0 0 65.68 64.89 65.78

17 0 0 0 65.68 64.89 65.78

18 0 0 0 65.68 64.89 65.78

19 0 0 0 65.68 64.89 65.78

20 0 0 0 65.68 64.89 65.78

21 0 0 0 65.68 64.89 65.78

22 0 0 0 65.68 64.89 65.78

23 0 0 0 65.68 64.89 65.78

24 0 0 0 65.68 64.89 65.78
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3.3.2 Mass loss study

Figure 2B shows invitro degradation behavior of the

composite scaffold in PBS (pH 7.4) after 24 h respectively.

The composite scaffold didn’t show any loss in mass after

24 h. In fact, mass of the composites increased as mani-

fested by negative weight loss percent. This type of mass

loss behavior is characteristic of semi-crystalline polymers

like silk. No change in mass of composites was expected

because SF is highly resistance to degradation due to its

crystalline b-sheet content. The silk fibroin on accounts of

its b-crystallite region delays degradation of silk fibroin

based material. Hu et al. also observed similar type of

degradation for carboxylated agarose/Silk fibroin-Hydrox-

yapatite composites [14].

3.3.3 Porosity

The porosity percentage and SEM image of porous scaffold

are shown in Figs. 2C and 3 respectively. The porosity

percentage of SFX82, SFX55, and SFX28 were 67 ± 3,

50 ± 0.5, and 33 ± 1%, respectively. The SEM image

show porous structure with uniform distribution of pores

and pore interconnection. The variation in porosity and

pore interconnection was clearly visible with highest

porosity and interconnection observed in SFX82 and low-

est in SFX28 composite scaffold respectively. The mean

pore size of SFX82, SFX55 and SFX28 calculated from

Image J were 58.11, 46.47, 25.30 lm respectively. It was

observed that the porosity, pore size and pore intercon-

nection decreases with increase in xanthan content.

3.3.4 In-vitro release study

A model antibiotic, chloramphenicol was loaded on to

various composite scaffolds, and in vitro release was

examined for 120 h (5 days). It was observed that SFX82

and SFX55 gave initial burst release of 73.05 ± 2 and

46.78 ± 17% respectively in the first hour and a maximum

of 99 ± 0.4 and 65.68 ± 23% respectively at the end of

120 h (Fig. 2D). After initial burst, the antibiotic was

released at controlled rate throughout the study period. On

the other hand, release from SFX28 was extremely low

with maximum release of 2.14 ± 0.4% throughout the

study period. The corresponding drug loading values of

composite scaffold for SFX82, SFX55 and SFX28 were

31 ± 0.5, 50 ± 0.01 and 67 ± 0.04 mg respectively.

3.4 Mathematical model fitting of drug release

Only SFX55 was selected for further analysis because it

showed low burst release, and better-controlled release rate

compared to SFX82 and SFX28 scaffold. To the in vitro

release data of SFX55, four different drug release model

such as Zero order, first order, Higuchi and Korsmeyer–

Peppas models were fitted, and the result is presented in

Table 5. Zero order and Korsmeyer–Peppas model yielded

better fit to the experimental data. The goodness of fit of

these models was analyzed through simple linear regres-

sion, and appropriate model was selected on the basis of

high correlation coefficient (R2). These models not only

gave an insight into the kinetics and mechanism of release,

but they can be suitably used for firsthand account of

material properties just by fitting release data to model.

These insights are helpful in designing optimal polymeric

material for drug delivery purposes and provide useful

understanding of material performance invivo.

4 Discussions

RSM was successfully applied for optimization and pre-

diction of the interactive effect of blending ratio, swelling,

and porosity on drug release. It was observed that the RSM

model could capture 96% variability in the data. The

dependency of drug release (response) on the above men-

tioned three input variables was studied through contour

plots, and results are shown in Fig. 4. The contours showed

non-linear relationship between the response variable and

the input variables. Figure 4A shows an interactive effect

of blend composition and porosity on CPR. At a porosity of

50 ± 0.5%, it can be observed that from right to left, the

color of the contour changes rapidly indicating a steep

slope, suggesting a substantial change in CPR over a range

of blending ratio. This suggested that small change in input

Table 4 Analysis of variance (ANOVA) result

Variable Cumulative percentage release (CPR)

t value p value

X1 17.100 8.8 9 10-24

X2 6.142 2.5 9 10-18

X3 3.753 0.002

X1X2 2.822 0.013

X1X3 2.649 0.019

X2X3 1.830 0.088

X1 X1 - 0.421 0.679

X2 X2 - 1.605 0.130

X3X3 - 0.633 0.536

F-stats 41.67 1.4 9 10-22

Degree of freedom (DF) 14 –

R2 = 0.964

Adjusted R2 = 0.940

Durbin–Watson (dwstats) = 0.433
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variable can lead to large change in response variable. A

similar trend was also observed in contour plot between

blend composition and swelling on antibiotic release

(Fig. 4B). The slope is much steeper than the slope in

Fig. 1A, suggesting that blend composition and swelling of

polymeric scaffold have significant effect on CPR. In

Fig. 4C, much color change was not observed at central

point of swelling, reflecting a small change in release over

the range of porosity. It also indicates that swelling in

polymer is the dominant factor in case of antibiotic release.

The rapid change in contour color indicates non-linear

behavior of the process and response variable. The non-

linearity of contour arises due to the complexity involved

in predicting material properties due to blending. It has

been reported that blending changes material composition

which affects swelling and porosity of the resulting com-

posite. Therefore, our result of contour plot is in accor-

dance with the literature [20, 21].

4.1 Artificial neural network modeling

ANN is the best choice for capturing non-linear behavior of

process variables. A small value of MSE and MAPE

(0.94%) and high value of regression analysis (0.991)

confirmed an efficient neural model for prediction of

responses. MAPE B 10% indicates good prediction accu-

racy [22]. Moreover, the performance plot of the model

(Figure 2S) demonstrates decrease in MSE with increase in

epoch. The similar characteristic of validation and test

curve indicates that no major overfitting occurred. From the

graph of actual versus predicted values of CPR, it can be

seen that the ANN model developed in this study had a

Pearson correlation coefficient (r) of 0.991 which indicate

fairly good level of prediction efficiency. It was concluded

that the developed ANN model was successful in predict-

ing the CPR with respect to their blending ratio, percentage

swelling and porosity at pH 7.4. To the best of our

knowledge, this is the first study of its kind that clearly

identifies the simultaneous effect of blending ratio, porosity

Fig. 1 Regression analysis of

ANN model. A Training.

B Testing. C Validation phase.

D Overall
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and percentage swelling on drug release. The developed

ANN model has successfully predicted non-linear effect

arising out of the parameter used for optimization of drug

release.

From Fig. 5, ANN model has higher correlation value

than that of RSM model, indicating the success of ANN in

better predicting non-linear system. Moreover, AAD values

of RSM and ANN model was determined as 2.09 and

0.93% respectively which show greater deviation in RSM

prediction than ANN prediction. The result of the entire

three criterions: Coefficient of determination (R2), Pearson

Correlation coefficient (r) and AAD inferred that ANN is

superior to RSM for prediction and optimization of non-

linear system. The superiority of ANN over RSM has been

well documented in the literature [23].

Fig. 2 A Swelling profile of SF/Xa composite scaffold in phosphate

buffer (pH 7.4) after 24 h. B Mass loss % of various scaffold after

24 h. C Porosity of various SF/Xa composite scaffolds. D In vitro

drug release behavior of various chloramphenicol loaded SF/Xa

composite scaffold (mean ± SD n = 3)

Fig. 3 SEM images of porous composite scaffold. A SFX28. B SFX55. C SFX82 (scale 100 lm)
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4.2 In-vitro drug release

SFX82 and SFX55 scaffold showed almost identical

release profile, but the difference was observed in the

amount of released chloramphenicol. The observed burst

release was attributed to the dissolution of most accessible

drug either from the surfaces or larger pores of the scaffold

[24]. After the initial burst, the release rate declines, with

maximum release observed for SFX82 and SFX55 as

99 ± 0.4 and 65.68 ± 23% respectively up to 5 days. A

clear relation between the content of polymeric blend and

drug release rate was observed. With the decreasing SF and

increasing xanthan content in the polymer blends, the drug

release rate declines. The reduction in release rate was due

to hydrophilic nature of Xa. Since Xa can binds a large

amount of water and forms a viscous gel structure, which

may blockade the pores on the surface of scaffold and

restricts the rapid penetration of water in interior of scaf-

fold. Similar explanation was also made to explain con-

trolled and extended release of sodium diclofenac and

gentamicin from tamarind seed polysaccharide-alginate

composite beads and alginate–calcium phosphate com-

posites respectively [25, 26]. Slow release is beneficial as it

aids in controlling and prolonging the antibiotic release. As

evident in Fig. 5B, SFX82 released entire antibiotic within

48 h whereas SFX55 has extended-release up to 120 h and

still has 35% of drug in the matrix. Such type of biphasic

drug release (burst followed by controlled release for

prolonged period) is beneficial in application such as

wound healing which requires high initial antibiotic

Table 5 Result of mathematical drug release model fitting

Release model R2 Adj R2 n

Zero-order 0.949 0.939 –

First-order 0.316 0.316 –

Korsmeyer–Peppas 0.956 0.947 0.06

Higuchi 0.798 0.798 –

Hixon–Crowell 0.351 0.351 –

Fig. 4 Contour plots showing effect of independent variables (blending ratios, percent swelling and porosity) on the response variables

percentage drug release. A Blending ratio versus porosity. B Blending ratio versus percent swelling. C Porosity versus percent swelling
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concentration to control primary infection and less con-

centration to maintain sanctity of wound for longer period.

Moreover, it was also observed that higher drug loading

was obtained as the content of xanthan increased in the

composite scaffold. This may be attributed to greater

degree of crosslinking between drug and composite scaf-

fold with higher xanthan content. As a result of cross-

linking SFX28 also achieved lowest drug release due to

tight bounding of drug molecules with matrix.

4.3 Kinetics of chloramphenicol release

Various research in the past have established that the drug

release process is dependent on several factors such as

method of preparation, porosity and swelling of drug

incorporating matrix, drug-material interaction and

molecular weight of drug used [25, 27, 28]. These drug

release models can give an insight into the drug transport

mechanism involved in the release of drug from the scaf-

fold. The comparison of respective R2 of the various

mathematical model yielded that the CHL release followed

the zero order Kinetics model (R2 = 0.949) for the period

of 120 h. This was further corroborated by fitting the

release data with Korsmeyer–Peppas equation. The release

data exhibited good agreement with the model giving R2

values of 0.956 for SFX55 scaffold. The value of release

exponent ‘‘n’’ was found to be 0.06, which was less than

the value of 0.45. A value n B 0.45 corresponds to a

Fickian diffusion (case I transport), which suggests that

release mechanism was controlled by fickian diffusion

through the hydrated polymeric matrix [16]. Therefore, it

can be concluded that the release of CHL from SFX55

proceeded in a controlled manner and the release mecha-

nism is diffusion controlled.

Another aspect of these mathematical models would be

in predicting material properties apart from giving insight

into the drug transport process governing the drug release.

The knowledge of their limitation and applicability can

provide useful insight into the properties of the material.

Higuchi model can describe the release when the drug

eluting device is non-swollen and non-dissolving [29, 30];

whereas Hopfenberg model describes the release from

eroding polymeric system [31] and the Korsemeyer–Pep-

pas model best describes the release from swollen poly-

meric system [32]. Based on curve fitting results, the

Korsmeyer–Peppas model has highest correlation coeffi-

cient (R2) and adjusted R2 among various model tested,

thereby confirming that the material has swollen nature.

This was further corroborated by our experimental studies,

and it confirmed that SFX55 was a swellable and non-

degrading system during the study period (data not shown).

Therefore, it can be concluded that the mathematical model

gave good approximation of materials properties of the

prepared scaffold.

4.4 Effect of swelling on drug release

Swelling behavior of various composite scaffolds was

investigated in PBS 7.4. It was observed that as the com-

position of SF decreases in the SFX82, SFX55 and SFX28

composite scaffold, there was reduction in percentage

swelling of scaffold. Blending ratio and degree of cross-

linking in polymeric matrix control the swelling behavior.

It was reported that high degree of cross-linking causes

reduction in swelling [33]. It may be possible that xanthan

chains form cross-links with the fibroin chains leading to

formation of semi-interpenetrating network which prevents

the swelling of scaffold. The cross-linking effect of xan-

than was also reported by Lim et al. [34]. Moreover,

Fig. 5 Pearson correlation analyses between RSM and ANN response and the experimental results. A RSM response versus experimental.

B ANN response versus experimental. (Color figure online)
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reduction in swelling due to cross-linking means less sur-

face area is available for release of antibiotic from scaffold.

As evident in Fig. 2A, D, composite scaffold with less

swelling exhibited reduced drug release rate, apparently

suggesting that the release of CHL was controlled by

swelling in the composite polymeric blends.

4.5 Effect of porosity on chloramphenicol release

A scaffold must have high porosity, optimum pore size,

and interconnected pores size to promote cell growth,

nutrient and growth factor delivery, propagation and pro-

liferation. The SFX28, SFX55 and SFX82 scaffold exhib-

ited porosity of 33 ± 1, 50 ± 0.5, and 67 ± 3%

respectively. Cross-linking density influences not only

swelling but also has profound effect on porosity. It was

reported that polymeric composite with high cross-linking

density has lower porosity [35]. The decrease in porosity

with increasing xanthan content was due to increase in

cross-linking density of the polymeric composite scaffold.

The strong cross-links between xanthan and fibroin chains

reduce the pore size of scaffold. There is a direct relation

between porosity and pore size on drug release, the scaffold

with higher porosity and larger pore size shows greater

drug release due to penetration of water into the matrix and

subsequent dissolution of drug residing into larger pores of

matrix [36]. The SFX28 scaffold with minimum porosity

and pore size exhibited the lowest release of antibiotic drug

due to reduced porosity and pore size.
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